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Abstract. Over its lifetime, a Web service is likely to be reused across
several development projects, such that in each of them different inter-
faces are required from it. Implementing, testing, deploying, and main-
taining adapters to deal with this multiplicity of interfaces can be costly
and error-prone. The problem is compounded in the case of services that
do not follow simple request-response interactions, but instead engage
in conversations comprising arbitrary patterns of message exchanges.
This paper proposes a language for specifying adapters for conversa-
tional services. The language is based on six composable operators that
are endowed with a formal semantics defined in terms of Petri nets. The
formal semantics is used as a basis to statically check the correctness of
the specified adapters. The proposal has been validated through a pro-
totype implementation of an execution engine and a tool that converts
adapter specifications into Petri nets.
1 Introduction
Web services are generally designed by different teams and may be reused across
development projects or even across organisational boundaries. It is thus normal
to expect that Web services will be reused in contexts for which they were not
originally designed. When seeking to reuse an existing service in a new context,
it often happens that the interface that the service provides does not match the
interface that it is required to provide in that context. For example, consider
a procurement service which, after sending an order to an order management
service, expects to receive one and only one response. Now, consider the case
where this procurement service is required to engage in a collaboration wherein
the order management service may send a first response acknowledging the order
and accepting or rejecting a subset of its line items, and later on send one or
more additional updates to accept or reject the remaining line items as their
availability is determined. This interface mismatch is illustrated in Figure 1.
The figure depicts an interface provided by an existing service (the provided
interface) and the interface that this service is expected to provide in a new
context (the required interface) The interfaces shown in this example are taken
from industry standards: the interface of the new customer corresponds to a
? This paper is an extended and revised version of [12]
fragment of an xCBL/UBL order management process1 while the interface of
the customer corresponds to a RosettaNet partner interface process.2
Fig. 1. Interface Mismatch Scenario
Cast more generally, service reuse leads to situations where a service is re-
quired to participate in multiple collaborations such that in each of them a dif-
ferent interface is required from it. These required interface may correspond to
different message granularities, message types, and dependencies between mes-
sage exchanges. Thus, service reuse calls for mechanisms to reconcile differences
between the provided interface of a service and the various interfaces that are
required from it. We call this problem service interface adaptation.
Service interfaces can be described from a structural perspective, where the
focus is on message types, and from a behavioural perspective, where the focus is
on control dependencies between message exchanges. We use the terms structural
interface and behavioural interface to refer to these two complementary perspec-
tives on service interfaces.3 The problem of structural interface adaptation has
received considerable attention, leading to a number of transformation definition
(e.g. XSLT) and schema mapping tools such as Microsoft BizTalk Mapper, Stylus
1 http://www.xcbl.org and http://docs.oasis-open.org/ubl/prd-UBL-2.0
2 http://www.rosettanet.org
3 Behavioural interfaces are also called a “conversation protocol”, “interface process”
or “abstract process” in the literature.
Studio XML Mapping Tools, and SAP XI Mapping Editor.4 In comparison, the
question of which language and tool support is most appropriate for behavioural
interface adaptation has received less attention. Dealing with behavioural inter-
face mismatches is particularly crucial in the case of conversational services, that
is, services that engage in arbitrary patterns of message exchanges, as opposed to
stateless request-response interactions. Indeed, the multiplicity and granularity
of messages, as well as the order in which messages are exchanged, may differ
across the various interfaces required from a conversational service, as exempli-
fied above.
In this paper, we introduce a language for specifying service adapters that
address behavioural mismatches in addition to structural ones. The language is
based on a set of six composable operators. Each of these operators addresses
a different type of mismatch that can arise between the interface natively pro-
vided by a service and the interface that is required from the service in a given
collaboration. By composing these operators, it is possible to specify adapters
that resolve combinations of mismatches.
In some cases, the execution of the resulting adapter specifications may lead
to deadlocks or improper termination. Accordingly, we endow the proposed lan-
guage with a formal semantics defined in Petri nets and we show how existing
Petri net analysis techniques can be applied to statically detect these errors.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the six
operators for interface adaptation and discusses their composability. Next, the
formal semantics of the proposed operators is described in Section 3. Section 4
covers our proposal for tool support, particularly the mediation engine and the
Petri net analysis tools to statically check the adapter. Section 5 discusses related
work and finally, Section 6 concludes.
2 Adapter Specification
2.1 Interface Transformation Operators
A behavioural interface is composed of a set of communication actions related
through control-flow dependencies. A communication action may either be a
message production action (i.e. a send action) or a message consumption action
(i.e. a receive action). In this paper, we abstract away from the specific language
used to represent control-flow dependencies. Throughout the paper, we use the
Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) [24] to represent such dependen-
cies in the informal examples, and we use Petri nets (in which the transitions
denote communication actions) to formally capture the control-flow semantics
of adapters. Each communication action has a type attached to it. Again, we
abstract away from the specific language used to describe these types, which
could be, for example XML Schema [6].
4 See http://www.biztalk.org, http://www.stylusstudio.com, and http://www.
sap.com/platform/netweaver/components/xi resp.
Fig. 2. The six interface transformation operators
Our approach to service interface adaptation is based on a set of operators
that are used to map communication actions in a given interface (the source
interface) into actions in another interface (the target interface). Depending on
the directionality of the communication actions, the meaning of source and tar-
get interface switches accordingly. For all send actions, the operators map from
the provided interface to the required interface, i.e. the provided interface is
the source, while the required interface is the target. Conversely, for all receive
actions, the operators map from required interface (source) to the provided in-
terface (target).
A total of six operators are proposed, namely flow, gather, scatter, collapse,
burst and hide, as illustrated in Figure 2. The flow operator handles one-to-
one mapping where a single input action is transformed into a single output
action (e.g. Transforming Send Order into Send Purchase Order). The hide op-
erator describes a mapping where a single input action is “absorbed” without
producing any corresponding output action. This operator is applicable where
the contents of an action can be safely omitted. The gather operator handles
many-to-one mapping where multiple input actions are transformed into a sin-
gle output action (e.g. Transforming Send Order and Send Item Details into
Send Purchase Order). Conversely, the scatter operator captures a one-to-many
mapping whereby a single input action is transformed into multiple output ac-
tions (e.g. Transforming Send Purchase Order and Send Order Details into Send
Order). The collapse and the burst operators handle mappings where the source
and the target communication actions respectively, may be performed an un-
bounded number of times. Specifically, the collapse operator merges multiple
occurrences of its input action (e.g. Send An Item) into a single occurrence of its
output action (e.g. Send All Items). Conversely, the burst operator transforms
each occurrence of its input action into multiple occurrences of its output ac-
tion (e.g. transforming an occurrence of action “Send All Items” into multiple
occurrences of action “Send An Item”).
The choice of operators can be traced to common mismatch patterns iden-
tified in prior work. Specifically, the flow, scatter, gather, and hide operators
correspond to the mismatch patterns identified in [2, 4, 21]5, the collapse opera-
tor corresponds to the “bundling patterns” supported in SAP XI (see Section 5),
while the burst operator performs the opposite of the collapse. We have inten-
tionally avoided introducing a “create” operator that would “spontaneously”
perform a target action without taking any action as input. We reason that this
scenario requires the introduction of business logic in the adapter, which is unde-
sirable from a software maintenance perspective. Indeed, this would result in the
business logic being spread across the service and the adapters. Subsequently,
any change in the business logic would require developers to trace back which
adapters need to be changed.
To formally define the interface transformation operators, we use the follow-
ing notations:
– T1 , . . . ,Tn → Tn+1 denotes the type of functions that take as input a tuple
of objects of types T1 , . . . ,Tn and return an object of type Tn+1 behavioural
interfaces.
– Action<T> denotes the type of all actions that produce or consume a mes-
sage of type T . This is a parameterised type.
Generally, the type of an operator is denoted by a typing expression of the
following form:
operator : Action<T>, . . . , (T , . . .→ T ′)→ Action<T ′>
Each operator takes as input an object of type Action<T>, representing a
communication action that produces or consumes a message of type T . This com-
munication action may either be one of the communication actions composing a
behavioural interface, or a communication action resulting from the application
of any of the interface transformation operators. All operators, except for the
hide operator, also take as input a so-called structural transformation function,
that is, a function of type T → T ′ taking as input a message of type T and
producing a message of type T ′. Structural transformation functions encode the
data manipulation aspects of an adapter. In the case where message types are
defined in XML Schema or WSDL, structural transformation functions may be
defined, for example, using XSLT or XQuery. Finally, the output of an opera-
tor can be zero, one or multiple objects denoting (transformed) communication
actions.
With the above conventions, the types of the six operators are defined as
follows:
5 The hide operator also corresponds to notions of behaviour abstraction studied in
the area of behaviour inheritance [22].
Flow : Action<ST>, (ST → TT )→ Action<TT>
Hide : Action<ST>→ NULL
Gathern : Action<ST 1>, . . . ,Action<STn>,
(ST 1, . . . ,STn → TT )→ Action<TT>
Scattern : Action<ST>, (ST → TT 1)→ Action<TT 1>,
. . . ,
Action<ST>, (ST → TTn)→ Action<TTn>
Collapse : Action<ST>,Action<STrigger>, (List<ST>→ TT )→ Action<TT>
Burst : Action<ST>, (ST → List<TT>)→ Action<TT>
The flow operator takes an input: (i) an object of type Action<ST>, rep-
resenting a communication action that produces or consumes a message of type
ST ; and (ii) a structural transformation function taking as input a message of
type ST and yielding a message of type TT . It then produces as output an ob-
ject denoting a communication action of type Action<TT>. Next, the gather
operator takes as input: (i) n objects of types Action<ST1> . . . Action<ST1>
respectively; and (ii) a structural transformation function taking as input mes-
sages of types ST1 . . . STn and yielding a message of type TT . It then produces
as output an object denoting a communication action of type Action<TT>. The
collapse operator takes as input: (i) an object of type Action<ST>, representing
a communication action that produces or consumes a message of type ST ; (ii) an
object of type Action<STrigger>, representing a communication action whose
occurrence marks the end of one round of messages to be collapsed6; and (iii)
a structural transformation function taking as input a list of messages of type
ST and yielding a message of type TT . It then produces as output an object
denoting a (transformed) communication action of type Action<TT>.
Except for the hide operator, the operators introduced above all take as in-
put at least one communication action (among other parameters) and produce
a communication action. This allows the operators to be composed into expres-
sions that effectively connect one or multiple actions in a source interface to
zero, one or more actions in a target interface (where the case of “zero” actions
in the target interface may occur when the hide operator is used). We term such
a composition of operators an adaptation expression. An adapter specification is
composed of a provided interface, a required interface, and a set of adaptation
expressions. Figure 3 shows the adapter specification for the service interface
adaptation problem discussed in Figure 1. The provided interface on the left
6 In other words, the occurrence of this “triggering action” causes the collapse operator
to aggregate the messages that it has accumulated so far using the structural trans-
formation function. The operator subsequently performs an occurrence of its target
communication action, and resets itself so that it can start accumulating another
round of messages.
Fig. 3. Adapter Specification for Conversational Services
denotes the behaviour of the existing service and the required interface on the
right denotes how this service is required to behave. The specification uses four
operators, namely flow, gather, collapse and hide to reconcile the behavioural dif-
ferences between the provided interface and required interface. These operators
are grouped into three adaptation expressions, namely AEx1, AEx2 and AEx3.
Each adaptation expression consists of one or many operators which map a set of
related actions from the source interface to the target interface. The expression
AEx1 consists of a single flow operator, which performs one-to-one transforma-
tion. The second expression AEx2 consists of a collapse operator and a gather
operator. The collapse operator creates an intermediate action POUpdate′ from
action POUpdate. This intermediate action is then used as an input for the
gather operator. The third expression AEx3 consists of a single hide operator,
which consumes the input action and does not produce any output action.
2.2 Correctness of Adapter Specifications
Adapter specifications may contain errors that can be statically detected. Some
of these errors can be prevented at a syntactic level. For example, a flow operator
must have exactly one input and exactly one output, while a gather operator
must have two or more inputs and exactly one output. Other types of errors are
tightly related to the semantics of the operators and their composition. These
errors are more challenging to detect.
Fig. 4. Adapter with circular dependency
For example, Figure 4 shows an adapter specification with a deadlock. Both
interfaces in the specification wait indefinitely for a message M1 before sending
out a message M2, which in turn is required by the other interface to send out
message M1. Intuitively, the cause of this error is the following: A receive action
in a provided interface (and conversely, a send action in a required interface) can
only occur when at least one of the adaptation expressions it is the target of, has
generated a message. Hence, there is a “wait for” dependency between the target
actions of such adaptation expressions and the source actions. In addition, each
interface defines control-flow dependencies between its communication actions.
The combination of these control-flow dependencies with the “wait for” depen-
dencies implied by the adaptation expressions may create a circular dependency
resulting in a deadlock.
Fig. 5. Adapter with incompleteness problem
Figure 5 illustrates another type of semantic error where the provided in-
terface may deadlock due to a choice made in the required interface. Indeed, if
action PO Accepted is executed, and thus PO Rejected is skipped, the provided
interface will wait indefinitely for a PO Response to be generated. Intuitively,
every receive action A in the provided interface (and conversely, every send ac-
tion in the required interface) must be related to actions in the required interface
(provided interface), in such a way that every time A needs to be executed, at
least one of the adaptation expressions it is target of, will eventually produce a
message. A violation of this rule leads to a type of semantic error that we term
mapping incompleteness.
Fig. 6. Adapter with a multiplicity mismatch
Yet another example of a semantic error is illustrated in Figure 6. Here, the
adapter specification includes a gather operator that takes as input two actions
Send Purchase Order and Send PO Items. The first action is performed exactly
once, while the second may be performed one or more times, thus leading to
what we term a multiplicity mismatch. Concretely, the problem is that there
are executions of the adapter specification where some of the occurrences of
action Send PO Items are ignored (i.e. they do not contribute to the generation
of any message). This equates to a loss of information. Intuitively, the only
operator that leads to loss of information is the hide operator. Therefore, a loss
of information that does not involve a hide operator may be unintentional and
warrants a warning.
The above examples illustrate the need to design a formal semantics of the
proposed interface transformation operators that can be used to statically check
adapter specifications for a range of semantic errors. We observe that these errors
are related to the flow of execution of communication actions, and thus, we focus
on formally capturing the control-flow logic of adapters.
3 Formal Semantics of Adapters
In this section, we endow the adapter specification language introduced above
with a semantics defined in terms of Petri nets. The motivation for using Petri
nets is that it makes it possible to reuse a number of mature analysis techniques
in order to statically check correctness properties such as those previously dis-
cussed. To make the paper self-contained, we provide a brief overview of Petri
nets (for a more detailed introduction, the reader is referred to [11]). We then
present the Petri net module for each operator, followed by a discussion on the
conversion of an adapter specification into a Petri net.
3.1 Overview of Petri Nets
A classical Petri net is a directed bipartite graph which consists of two node
types called places and transitions. The nodes are connected via directed arcs,
and connections between two nodes of the same type are not allowed. Places
may contain any number of tokens. A distribution of tokens over the places of a
net is called a marking.
A Petri net N can be expressed in the form of (S, T, F,M0) where:
– S is a set of places.
– T is a set of transitions.
– F ⊆ (S × T ) ∪ (T × S) is a set of arcs known as a flow relation.
– M0 is an initial marking. Let M0(s) denote the number of tokens in place s
in M0, then Σs∈SM0(s) ≥ 1, i.e. initially there must be at least one token
in at least one of the places.
A place s that has an outgoing arc to a transition t is called an input place
of t. A place s that has an incoming arc from a transition t is called an output
place of t. A transition t is said to be enabled iff there is at least one token in
each input place of t. An enabled transition can fire. When a transition t fires,
it consumes one token from each input place of t, and produces one token to
each output place of t. Intuitively, if a transition t is used to model a task or an
action, the firing of t resembles the occurrence of that task or action.
Upon the firing of a transition, a Petri net can move from one state (i.e.
marking) to another. If at any time, multiple transitions are enabled, a nonde-
terministic choice is made. A firing sequence σ = t1t2...tn is enabled if, starting
from the initial marking M0, it is possible to subsequently fire t1, t2, ..., tn. A
marking M is reachable from M0 if there exists an enabled firing sequence re-
sulting in M .
Since firing can be nondeterministic, Petri nets are well-suited for modelling
the concurrent behaviour of distributed systems. In addition, another major
strength of Petri nets is their support for analysis of many properties and prob-
lems associated with the systems being modelled. For example, liveness and
boundedness (incl. safeness) are two basic behavioural properties that can be
studied with a Petri net model. A Petri net N is said to be live if, no matter
what marking has been reached from the initial marking M0, it is possible to
ultimately fire any transition of the net by progressing through some further
firing sequence. Thus, the liveness property is closely related to the absence of
deadlocks in systems. Next, Petri net N is said to be k-bounded if the number of
tokens in each place does not exceed a finite number k for any marking reach-
able from the initial marking M0, and N is said to be safe if it is 1-bounded.
For example, by keeping a net bounded or safe, it is possible to capture system
capacity and thus ensure that there will be no overflows within the system. Most
importantly, the analysis of an unbounded net is always difficult to manage (e.g.
causing undecidability issues) and requires techniques that are computationally
expensive.
3.2 Converting Interface Transformation Operators to Petri Nets
We introduce the Petri net module for each interface transformation operator.
It is presumed that both the provided and the required interfaces have been
converted into Petri nets. If the interfaces are specified in another language,
they must first be converted into a Petri net representation. If the interface is
specified in BPMN, a conversion to Petri net can be achieved using the technique
described in [19]. Similarly, if BPEL is used to represent behavioural interface,
the translation from BPEL to Petri net defined in [18] can be used. Each operator
is then converted into a Petri net module capturing the operator’s control-flow.
The Petri net modules of the individual operators can be combined to capture
the composition of these operators.
One of the design goals of the Petri net mapping presented here has been to
keep the Petri net module of each operator safe, so that the resulting Petri net is
always safe (assuming of course that the provided and required interfaces given
as input are also safe). The rationale for this design choice is that safe Petri
nets can be analysed more efficiently. For this purpose, we introduce the notion
of working cycle for each operator. A working cycle describes an instantiated
round of inputs consumption, structural transformation, and outputs production
performed by an operator. To ensure that the resulting Petri net formalisation is
safe, we allow only one working cycle of the operator to execute at a time. This
can be achieved by applying a “blocking mechanism” which effectively withholds
the execution of a new working cycle until the previous one has completed. In
our Petri net modules, this blocking mechanism is implemented via the usage of
resource tokens. Basically, resource tokens are consumed once a working cycle
starts, and released when the cycle completes. In the following, the place used
for holding a resource token in the Petri net module of an operator is generally
named apres.
Flow and hide operators Figure 7 depicts the Petri net modules of flow and hide
operators, respectively.
( a ) ( b )
Fig. 7. The Petri net modules of (a) flow and (b) hide operators.
The Petri net module of a flow operator (Figure 7(a)) can be defined as a
tuple PNflow = (S, T , F , M0) where:
S = {ap1, ap2, apres}
T = {at1} ∪ {st1, tt1}
F = {(st1, ap1), (ap1, at1), (at1, ap2),
(ap2, tt1), (tt1, apres), (apres, st1)}
M0 = [0, 0, 1]
All the nodes in S and T , except the transitions st1 and tt1, are unique to the
flow operator and they model its internal operation. The operator has only one
input captured by place ap1 and one output by place ap2, and the one-to-one
transformation from the input to the output is captured by transition at1. The
modelling of transition st1 varies under two different scenarios, and so does that
of tt1. In the case that a flow operator (flow) is preceded by an interface (as
in Figure 7(a)), the transition st1 models an action (e.g. Send Order) in that
(source) interface. Otherwise, when flow is preceded by an operator x (in the
case of operator composition), st1 is used to connect the two operators x and
flow. Similarly, in the case of flow being followed by an interface (Figure 7(a)),
the transition tt1 represents an action (e.g. Send Purchase Order) of that (target)
interface, whereas if flow is followed by an operator y, tt1 is used for joining flow
and y. Nevertheless, in both scenarios, the flow operator starts a working cycle
upon the firing of st1 and completes the cycle upon the firing of tt1. Accordingly,
the firing of st1 consumes the resource token in place apres and the occurrence
of tt1 returns the token back to apres.
A hide operator can be viewed as a half-flow operator with only input but
no output. Thus, following the above modelling principle for a flow operator,
the Petri net module of a hide operator (Figure 7(b)) can be obtained in a
straightforward manner. This is defined as a tuple PNhide = (S, T , F , M0)
where:
S = {ap1, apres}
T = {at1} ∪ {st1}
F = {(st1, ap1), (sp1, at1), (st1, ap2), (sp2, st1)}
M0 = [0, 1]
Gather and scatter operators Figure 8 shows the Petri net modules of the gather
and scatter operators, respectively.
( a ) ( b )
Fig. 8. The Petri net modules of (a) gather and (b) scatter operators.
The gather operators perform many-to-one transformation. As stated previ-
ously, they constitute to a family of operators, with one member per possible
number of inputs. The Petri net module of a gather operator with n inputs (Fig-
ure 8(a)), can be defined as a tuple PN(gather,n) = (Sn, Tn, Fn, Mn0 ) where:
Sn = {ap1, . . . , apn, apn+1, apres1, . . . , apresn}
Tn = {at1} ∪ {st1, . . . , stn, tt1}
Fn = {(st1, ap1), . . . , (stn, apn), (ap1, at1), . . . , (apn, at1),
(at1, apn+1), (apn+1, tt1), (tt1, apres1), . . . , (tt1, aresn),
(apres1, st1), . . . , (apresn, stn)}
Mn0 = [0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
].
The n inputs of a gather operator (gather) are captured by places ap1 to apn,
and the one output by place apn+1. The firing of transition at1 consumes all
tokens from these input places and produces a token into the single output place,
capturing the n-to-one transformation. Again, since an input branch (resp. the
output branch) of the gather may be preceded (followed) by either an action of
the source (target) interface or by an operator x, the corresponding transition
sti ∈ {st1, ..., stn} (resp. tt1) either models such action or is used for connecting
the two operators. Finally, a resource token is allocated for each input of gather,
and is stored in place apresi ∈ {apres1, ..., apresn}. These resource tokens are
consumed individually upon the occurrence of the corresponding input, but are
released all at once when the output occurs signaling the completion of a working
cycle.
As opposed to the gather operators, the scatter operators perform one-to-
many transformation. They too form a family of operators of which each member
corresponds to a different number of inputs. The Petri net module of a scatter
operator with n outputs (Figure 8(b)), can be defined as a tuple PN(scatter,n) =
(Sn, Tn, Fn, Mn0 ) where:
S = {ap1, . . . , apn, apn+1, apres1, . . . , apresn}
T = {at1} ∪ {st1, tt1, . . . , ttn}
F = {(st1, apn+1), (apn+1, at1), (at1, ap1), . . . , (at1, apn),
(ap1, tt1), . . . , (apn, ttn), (tt1, apres1), . . . , (ttn, apresn),
(apres1, st1), . . . (apresn, st1)}
M0 = [0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
]
The Petri net module of a scatter operator (with n outputs) is symmetrical to
the module of a gather operator (with n inputs). The places ap1 to apn capture
the n outputs, and apn+1 the single input. The firing of transition at1 models
the one-to-n transformation by consuming the token from the single input place
and producing a token to each of the n output places. The n resource tokens
are allocated for each of the n outputs. They are consumed all at once when
the input action st1 fires indicating that a working cycle starts, but are released
individually upon the occurrence of the corresponding output. Hence, a new
working cycle cannot start until all the n output actions tt1 to ttn have fired.
Collapse and burst operators Figure 9 shows the Petri net modules of the collapse
and burst operators, respectively.
( a ) ( b )
Fig. 9. The Petri net modules of (a) collapse and (b) burst operators
The Petri net module of a collapse operator (Figure 9(a)) can be defined as
a tuple PNcollapse = (S, T , F , M0) where:
S = {ap1, ap2, apbuf , apres1, apres2}
T = {atmerge, atrelease} ∪ {st1, sttrig, tt1}
F = {(st1, ap1), (ap1, atmerge), (atmerge, apbuf ),
(apbuf , atmerge), (atmerge, atres1), (apbuf , atrelease),
(atrelease, apbuf ), (apres2, atrelease), (atrelease, ap2), (ap2, tt1),
(tt1, apres1), (apres1, st1), (apres1, sttrig), (sttrig, apres2)}
M0 = [0, 0, 1, 1, 0]
The places ap1 and ap2 are used to capture the input and the output, respec-
tively. The transitions st1 and tt1 may model respectively the input action of
the source interface and the output action of the target interface, or they may
be used for connecting the collapse operator with its adjacent operators. In one
working cycle, the transition st1 may fire multiple times (e.g. in a loop) before
tt1 fires, which results in the operator receiving multiple inputs before an output
can be produced. All these inputs will be merged and stored in a buffer (for
generating the output). The place apbuf is used to hold this buffer, and initially
it has a token representing an empty buffer. The resource token in place apres1 is
consumed once an input is placed at ap1. This blocks the operator from receiving
further inputs before the current one is merged. A merging action is performed
by transition atmerge, and when atmerge fires, the input is written into the buffer
at apbuf . The firing of atmerge also returns the resource token to apres1 so that
more inputs can be received. Next, there is a triggering mechanism which signals
the operator to release the inputs received from the source interface as a sin-
gle output to the target interface. The transition sttrig models the occurrence of
this trigger. When sttrig fires, it transfers the resource token from place apres1 to
apres2, which blocks the operator from receiving further inputs but enables the
operator to produce an output. Thus, only transition atrelease can fire, and upon
its firing, the information stored in the buffer at apbuf will be withdrawn and
released to the output place ap2. The token in ap2 may eventually be consumed
by transition tt1, and then the working cycle completes and the resource token
is released to place apres1 allowing inputs to be received for the next round.
The Petri net module of a burst operator (Figure 9(b)) can be defined as a
tuple PNburst = (S, T , F , M0) where:
S = {ap1, ap2, apbuf , apres1, apres2}
T = {atsplit, atdeposit} ∪ {st1, tt1, ttmilestone}
F = {(st1, ap1), (ap1, atdeposit), (atdeposit, apbuf ),
(apbuf , atdeposit), (atdeposit, apres2), (apres2, atsplit),
(apbuf , atsplit), (atsplit, apbuf ), (atsplit, ap2), (ap2, tt1),
(tt1, apres2), (ap2, ttmilestone), (ttmilestone, apres1), (apres1, st1)}
M0 = [0, 0, 1, 1, 0]
It has also an input place ap1 and an output place ap2, a place apbuf for
storing a buffer, and two places apres1 and apres2 for holding a resource token.
Initially, the buffer and the resource token are available in places apbuf and
apres1, respectively. A working cycle starts once the burst operator receives an
input upon the firing of st1, which consumes the resource token in apres1 and
thus prevents the operator from receiving further inputs before the entire working
cycle is completed. Next, the transition atdeposit can fire, and upon its firing, the
input at ap1 is deposited into the buffer at apbuf and also the resource token into
apres2. The information in the buffer can then be split into multiple outputs.
The transition atsplit performs such splitting action, and produces an output at
ap2 after each split. The splitting action also takes away the resource token in
apres2, and this resource token is only returned to apres2 each time the output
is consumed by transition tt1. Also, there is a milestone action modelled by
transition ttmilestone at the target interface, whose occurrence marks the end of
sending the outputs and thus the completion of the entire working cycle. When
ttmilestone fires, it deletes any output at ap2 and releases the resource token into
apres1 allowing the next working cycle to start, whereas no resource token will
be deposited into apres2 as no more splitting is needed for the completed working
cycle.
Operator Composition The Petri net modules introduced above can be directly
composed with one another, since they all start with a transition and end in a
transition. Figure 10 shows an example of operator composition for a generic
n-to-m mismatch. The composition consists of a gather operator, which takes n
inputs (i.e. st1, . . . , stn) from the source interface, and a scatter operator, which
produces m outputs (i.e. tt1, . . . , ttm) to the target interface. The single output
from the gather operator serves as the single input to the scatter operator via
the connecting transition ct1. Thus, by reusing the above Petri net modules for
gather and scatter operators, ct1 will replace transition tt1 in PN(gather,n) and
transition st1 in PN(scatter,n), respectively.
Fig. 10. An example of operator composition for n-to-m mismatch.
3.3 Adapter Formalisation: An Example
Based on the formalisation of operators in the above subsection, we now discuss
our approach to convert an adapter specification into Petri nets. The core of an
adapter specification is a set of adapter expressions, each of which comprises of
one or more operators. The conversion process begins by selecting an operator
and by replacing it with the corresponding Petri net module. The conversion
process must ensure that all inputs, outputs, triggers and milestone actions are
properly joined to the Petri net module. The process is then repeated for other
non-transformed operators until all operators are replaced with their Petri net
modules.
Figure 11 depicts the Petri net translation of the adaptation specification
shown in Figure 3. The behaviour of both interfaces (i.e. provided and required)
are given in Petri nets according to the translation algorithm in [19]. For sim-
plicity, the transitions modelling the actions in the interfaces are labelled with
transition identifiers. That is, transitions pt1 and pt2 represent the provided
interface actions Send PODetails and Receive POResponse, respectively; while
transitions rt1, rt2, rt3 and rt4 correspond to the required interface actions Send
PO, Receive POResponse, Receive POUpdate and Receive POFinalUpdate. Note
that the transitions τ1 and τ2 (drawn as a hollow bar) are used to denote the
choice between exiting the loop or starting a new iteration of the loop (i.e. they
capture the decision gateway in the right-hand side of Figure 3. In Petri net
terminology, such a transition is called a silent transition.
Fig. 11. Translating the adaptation example of Figure 3 into Petri nets.
The adapter specification, as shown in Figure 3, comprises four operators
which are then grouped into three adaptation expressions AEx1, AEx2 and
AEx3. AEx1 consists of a flow operator, which maps the action pt1 to rt1.
AEx2 contains the composition of a gather operator and a collapse operator,
which maps the actions rt2 and rt3 into pt2, using rt5 as the triggering action
to the collapse operator. Note that rt5 does not provide an input to AEx2 but
merely acts as a triggering action. Finally, AEx3 consists of a single hide operator
op4 which consumes a message from rt5 without producing any output.
4 Tool Support
We have incorporated the ideas presented in this paper into two tools: service
mediation engine (Megine) and an adapter specification to Petri net converter
(Adapt2PN) that support the runtime environment and the Petri net conversion
respectively. We envision that these tools could be complemented by a map-
ping tool which would allow adapters to be created visually. The mapping tool
would provide a graphical front-end allowing developers to load pairs of provided-
required behavioural interfaces and to link them through interface adaptation
expressions. Behavioural interfaces may be for example be represented as BPEL
abstract processes supplemented by their corresponding WSDL definitions. Data
manipulation functions could be encoded coded in XSLT. This would provide a
hook for connecting the editor with existing schema mapping tools that produce
XSLT as output.
The output of the interface mapping tool can be converted into Petri nets
using Adapt2PN in order to enable its static analysis, and it may be loaded into
the service mediation engine for execution.
4.1 Service Mediation Engine
In line with our aim to abstract away from the language used to describe be-
havioural interfaces, Megine relies on an abstract representation of behavioural
interfaces in the form of Finite State Machines (FSMs) whose transitions are
labelled by communication actions. Such FSMs capture the information needed
to execute the transformation expressions while abstracting away from evolving
technology such as BPEL. This design choice entails however that, when de-
ploying an interface mapping, the mapping tool must convert the between the
language used at the interface design level (e.g. BPEL or BPMN) and FSMs.
Mappings from BPEL to FSMs have been defined in the literature [13].
Messages intercepted by the engine need to be correctly associated to their
corresponding service instance. To this end, we impose that every SOAP message
intercepted by the mediation engine should contain a WS-Addressing messageID
and (optionally) a relatesTo header. The engine uses these headers to correlate
new messages with previously intercepted messages in order to determine the
correct service instance to which the new message belongs. Messages with a
relatesTo header are assigned to an existing service instance, while messages
without this header lead to the creation of new instances, unless there is no
service registered with the mediation engine that matches the action identifier
of the message (SOAP-Action header), in which the message is put into a pool of
unallocated messages. The mediation engine includes an administration console
to monitor the current status of service instances managed by the engine and to
view histories of intercepted, transformed and forwarded messages.
4.2 Formal Analysis of Adapters
Adapt2PN is a conversion tool that takes as input an adapter specification and
produces a Petri net. As stated earlier, an adapter specification consists of a
provided interface, a required interface and a set of adaptation expressions. In
Adapt2PN, the provided interface and the required interfaces are assumed to be
represented in the Petri Net Markup Language (PNML) while the adaptation
expressions are represented in an XML serialisation of the language presented
in this paper. Meanwhile, the generated Petri net is represented in PNML. The
conversion process begins with a non-converted operator in the adapter specifi-
cation, that is then replaced with the Petri net module of that operator. A set
of PNML templates representing the Petri net module of each operator is used.
Each template used is then configured based on the actual needs (i.e. adding
places to representing input places of the gather operator) before merging it to
FinalPN . The process is then repeated until all operators are converted. The
resulting FinalPN is saved in PNML and fed into a Petri net analysis tool,
namely ProM [23], to semantically analyse the adapter specifications.
Assuming that each interface (i.e. provided or required) itself is deadlock
free, the results of ProM can detect semantic errors in the adapter specification.
The absence of deadlock in the Petri net ensures that: 1) the adapter can always
support both interfaces to reach their predefined end states, and that 2) when
both interfaces reach their end states, the adapter is always in the state ready
for starting a new working cycle. Indeed, a deadlock is a marking where only
one or none of the interfaces reach their end markings and no transitions are
enabled, or a marking where any of the places used for holding resource tokens
in the adapter is unmarked and no transitions are enabled.
We tested the above property for a selection of adapter specification designs
that surfaced during the research. Below, we provide three deadlock examples
which correspond to those discussed in Section 2.2.
As the first example, Figure 12 shows the Petri net of the adaptation with
circular dependency depicted in Figure 4. In this net, the initial marking is indeed
a deadlock, as both interfaces are ready to execute their first actions (modelled
by transitions pt1 and rt1) but no actions can occur. In particular, the enabling
of transition pt1 relies on the firing of transition rt2 and rt2 can only execute
after rt1, whereas the enabling of transition rt1 relies on the firing of transition
pt2 which is then dependent on the execution of pt1. This captures the circular
dependency between the two interfaces that causes the corresponding adapter
to deadlock.
Fig. 12. Deadlock example 1: the Petri net of the adaptation with circular dependency
in Figure 4.
As another example, Figure 13 shows the Petri net of the adaptation with
mapping incompleteness depicted in Figure 5. We assume that places pp3 and
rp3 are the end markings (terminating conditions) of the provided interface
and required interface respectively. The problem surfaces with the execution of
transition rt3 (rather than rt2) at the required interface. This will lead to a
deadlock in which the required interface has reached its terminating condition
rp3, whereas the provided interface is held indefinitely in pp2 waiting for rt2 to
trigger.
Fig. 13. Deadlock example 2: the Petri net of the adaptation with mapping incom-
pleteness shown in Figure 5.
For the last example, Figure 14 shows the Petri net of the adaptation with
multiplicity mismatch depicted in Figure 6. The adapter, which is designed as
a gather operator, can handle exactly one occurrence of transition pt1 and one
occurrence of transition pt2 at the provider interface, to support the only ex-
ecution of transition rt1 at the required interface. However, the transition pt2,
which is executed within a loop, has at least one occurrence but may be executed
multiple times as well. In the case where pt2 is executed twice, even though the
two interfaces can reach their end markings (i.e. both pp2 and pp4 are marked),
the adaptation will end up with a deadlock where place apres2 is unmarked thus
causing the adapter not being able to reset. Apart from this, a token being de-
posited into place ap2 upon the second execution of pt2, will never be consumed
and thus resembles information lost during the adaptation. Finally, if the loop
still continues after pt2 has fired twice, the provided interface will stop in pp2
waiting for pt2 to fire and the firing of pt2 requires a resource token from apres2.
However, upon the previous execution of pt2, the resource token in apres2 is
consumed and will never be released back, thus causing the transition pt2 not
being able to fire any more.
Fig. 14. Deadlock example 3: the Petri net of the adaptation with multiplicity mis-
match shown in Figure 6.
5 Related Work
Traditionally, the concept of “interface” has been associated to a collection of
operations or message type definitions. This view has transpired into WSDL. Ac-
cordingly, the problem of interface adaptation has been approached as a schema
reconciliation problem. In the case of Web services, this comes down to mapping
between different XML schemas which is a well-understood problem [20]. In [5],
this traditional concept of service interface is extended with a “behaviour” aspect
in which an ordering constraint is imposed on how a service is to be engaged.
This is in line with the view on conversational service interfaces adopted in
this paper. Previous formal approaches to service interface adaptation incorpo-
rating behavioural aspects have adopted various formal models of concurrency,
e.g. labelled transition systems [16], abstract state machines [3, 10], finite state
automata [1,25], or process algebra [7, 8, 15].
Yellin & Strom [25] define a notion of compatibility of components whose
behavioural interfaces (called protocols) are described as FSMs. Their work ad-
dresses the question of verifying that a given adapter (specified as a FSM) is
able to reconcile two incompatible behavioural interfaces. The authors assume
that the adapters can not store an unbounded number of messages. Our Collapse
operator breaks these assumptions. For example, the adapter specified in Fig-
ure 3 needs to store an unbounded number of “updates”. The “bounded buffer”
assumption is motivated by undecidability issues that arise when verifying prop-
erties of adapters. This assumption is unrealistic in the application domain of
Web services. Yellin & Strom also discuss how to generate an adapter from a
set of links between parameters (i.e. message parts) in the provided interface
and corresponding parameters in the required interface. But there is an assump-
tion that the adapters do not use the equivalent of a Collapse, Burst, or Hide
operator.
Another technique for generation of adapters for behavioural interfaces is
defined in [21]. As in Yellin & Strom , the authors deal with mismatches corre-
sponding to the “Flow”, “Gather” and “Scatter” operators, not with “Burst”,
“Collapse” and “Hide”. This work also differs from ours in that it does not con-
sider the use of composable transformation operators with a graphical syntax.
Also in [9], they propose a method for automatic generation of BPEL adapters
for reconciling behavioural differences between two interacting BPEL processes.
The primary concept of their approach is to first identify an appropriate mir-
ror behaviour for each of interacting BPEL process and then merge them into
an adapter by connecting corresponding send and receive actions. However, the
authors did not address scenarios covered by our burst and collapse operators..
More recent research has addressed the problem of interface adaptation in
the context of Web services. In [4, 17], the authors identify a set of “mismatch
patterns” between behavioural interfaces and provide templates of BPEL code
that developers may reuse to build adapters that resolve these mismatches. How-
ever, the compositionality of these BPEL templates is not considered and thus
the approach is not systematic. Similar mismatch patterns are identified in [10]
where high-level architectures for addressing such mismatches are proposed. The
Adapt framework [2] goes further by proposing a notation for N-to-M mappings,
i.e. mappings where data coming from N services are collected and repartitioned
among M services. This is similar to the Gather and Scatter operators but it does
not take into account any information contained in the behavioural interfaces,
e.g. the data is forwarded to the target services as soon as it has been collected
and in no particular order, whereas our Gather operator forwards messages in a
specific order to fulfil the constraints of the target interface. Altenhofen et al. [3]
propose a formal model for process mediation based on Abstract State Machine
(ASM) specifications. They show how these ASMs can be refined to deal with
mismatch patterns such as those identified in [10]. Fuchs [14] proposes another
approach to interface adaptation. However, this contribution focuses on recon-
ciling operational differences such as security policies, service level agreement,
etc.
SAP eXchange Infrastructure (XI) supports behavioural interface adaptation
through so-called “bundling patterns”7. These patterns come with process tem-
plates that can be used in scenarios where certain types of messages need to be
buffered until they are all available and then aggregated into a single message.
However, these patterns only address a restricted set of behavioural interface
adaptation scenarios and do not provide a systematic approach to the problem.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed an approach to the problem of service interface adap-
tation by introducing a language for specifying service adapters based on six
composable operators over behavioural interfaces. Each of these operators ad-
dressed a different type of mismatch that can arise between the interface natively
provided by a service and the interface that is required from the service in a given
collaboration. By composing these operators, it is possible to specify adapters
that resolve the service interface adaptation problem. We have also introduced a
formalisation of the adaptation operators by defining a conversion to Petri nets,
and we have shown how existing Petri net analysis techniques can be applied to
statically semantic errors in adapter specifications.
For future work, we plan to develop techniques to semi-automatically infer
possible links between provided and required interfaces. For example, when a
send action in a provided interface has an associated message type similar (ac-
cording to a similarity metrics) to that of a send action in the required interface,
we can infer that these two actions should be linked through a Flow operation.
By combining these heuristics with similar heuristics developed in the context of
schema mapping [20], we seek to design techniques for semi-automatic generation
of adapters for conversational services.
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